
Chapter 5052
So, Charlie said goodbye to Elaine and prepared to go to Shangri-La Hotel.
But just as he got into the car, he suddenly received a call.
To his surprise, the caller turned out to be Duncan,
Who had just returned home to reunite with his family two days ago.
Charlie answered the phone and asked curiously, “Why did Inspector Li call me at 
this time?”
“Shouldn’t you be with your family in Houston?”
Duncan sneered and said, “Master Wade, I’m in New York, and I’ve made an 
appointment.”
“The evening flight is going to the Middle East to Syria,”
“So I want to ask if you are still in New York if you are still in New York,”
“I would like to meet you and chat face-to-face.”
Charlie was a little surprised, he did not plan to let Duncan,
So quickly into the work of investigating that mysterious organization.
After all, he is also a person who has been shut out of the gate of hell for a while.
At this time, he would definitely prefer to spend more time with his family.
Therefore, Charlie gave him at least a week to reunite with his family.
But it was full of calculations, and it was only two or three days ago that Duncan 
had already arrived in New York.
However, Charlie didn’t ask too much on the phone,
But said very readily: “If that’s the case, let’s meet at Shangri-La.”
Duncan said without hesitation: “Okay, Young Master Wade,”
“Then I’ll do it now. Rush over to see you!”
…

Twenty minutes later.
Charlie arrived at Shangri-La first.
When he first arrived in the presidential suite, Orvel quickly came to report:
“Master Wade, that Inspector Li is here.”
Charlie nodded: “Let him come in.”
Orvel hurriedly put Duncan in casual clothes to come in.
When he saw Charlie, Duncan bowed his hands to him respectfully,



And said respectfully, “Master Wade, we meet again!”
Charlie smiled slightly, pointed to the sofa in front of him, and said,
“Inspector Li, please take a seat. Didn’t I leave you more than a week to reunite with
your family in Houston?”
“Why are you ready to go to Syria so soon?”
Duncan laughed at himself and sighed: “My daughter and son-in-law are busy 
watching cars and houses every day,”
“And have no time to accompany me. I don’t want to continue to waste time in 
Houston,”
“I plan to go to Syria first, meet the live mouth you caught last time, and learn 
about the details.”
Charlie saw Duncan’s expression was a little lonely, smiled knowingly, and said:
“Inspector Li, people have seven emotions and six desires, and material desire is 
one of the most important ones.”
“People work hard to make money and want a better life,”
“And material desire accounts for at least more than half of them.”
“Young people pursue material desire and enjoy life.”
“This is also not a bad case. It’s not a bad thing, you don’t need to be too 
concerned.”
“Yes…” Duncan sighed and nodded helplessly,
He also knew that Charlie was right, but he was still a little disappointed.
Charlie persuaded him, then changed the subject and asked, “Inspector Li, have you
thought about where you want to start investigating that mysterious organization 
this time?”
“According to the confession I got before, this mysterious organization’s 
information protection is extremely strict, and it is not easy to find their clues.”
Duncan said seriously: “I have thought about this issue carefully these days,”
“And they have hidden the relevant clues very well, whether it is the dead or the 
living.”
“Basically, your aunt’s family has not left any clues that have any substantial 
relationship with this mysterious organization.”
“As you told me, those dead men have worked for this organization for hundreds of
years,”



“But they don’t even know where they are. I don’t know anywhere,”
“This kind of secrecy method can be said to be unheard of…”
After speaking, Duncan added: “However, I think we can narrow it down a little bit 
from a large scale,”
“Such as finding a way to investigate first, that group of dead soldiers Which of the 
seven continents they are stationed in,”
“And which state it is. Then get it locked, and then find a way to further refine it.”
Charlie sighed: “It’s probably not that simple to determine which of the seven 
continents they are in.”
“After all, these dead men have been in darkness for so many years, and they 
haven’t found any clues themselves.”
Duncan said confidently: “As long as the job you caught is high enough,”
“And your memory is good enough, then I have a chance. Lock the approximate 
area with him.”
After speaking, he further explained: “Master Wade, no matter how hidden they are 
hidden in,”
“They will not be able to get rid of the impact of major geological disasters,”
“If an earthquake occurs, they will definitely have the relevant departments also 
have clear records of every detectable earthquake that has occurred in this world.”
“So, the question now is, they must remember how many earthquakes they can feel
have occurred,”
“The problem is, they don’t have an accurate timeline, and they don’t have outside 
information to back it up.”
After speaking, he took out a printed document from his bag, handed it to Charlie, 
and said,
“Master Wade, this is the major natural disasters that have occurred around the 
world in the past 20 years based on the statistics I have collected in the past two 
days.”
“Among them, serious tsunamis, earthquakes, and typhoons are the main ones. If 
you can roughly match the memory of the other party,”
“Then every memory of his will become a coordinate. As long as there are enough 
coordinates, it can help me find their approximate location.”



Charlie asked tentatively: “Is it like the so-called communication base station 
positioning?”
“Yes!” Duncan nodded heavily and said, “That’s what it means! Each time it 
corresponds to the last major disaster,”
“It can reduce them to a certain extent. If they can correspond to the tsunami in 
Indonesia,”
“It means that the area they are in is within the coverage of the Indonesian 
tsunami.”
“If they can also correspond to the tsunami in Japan in the last 11 years, then they 
are in the area of two The overlapping part of the coverage of the second tsunami,”
“So the more clues you find, the more accurate the positioning will be.”
Charlie couldn’t help but admire: “Detective Li is indeed a well-known detective in 
the United States,”
“And this method can be thought of by you. It seems that you find out their specific
whereabouts, it should only be a matter of time!”
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